We present an extensive collection of quantitative models to facilitate the development, comparison, and benchmarking of new verification algorithms and tools. All models have a formal semantics in terms of extensions of Markov chains, are provided in the Jani format, and are documented by a comprehensive set of metadata. The collection is highly diverse: it includes established probabilistic verification and planning benchmarks, industrial case studies, models of biological systems, dynamic fault trees, and Petri net examples, all originally specified in a variety of modelling languages. It archives detailed tool performance data for each model, enabling immediate comparisons between tools and among tool versions over time. The collection is easy to access via a client-side web application at qcomp.org with powerful search and visualisation features. It can be extended via a Git-based submission process, and is openly accessible according to the terms of the CC-BY license.
Introduction
Quantitative verification is the analysis of formal models and requirements that capture probabilistic behaviour, hard and soft real-time aspects, or complex continuous dynamics. Its applications include probabilistic programs, safety-critical and fault-tolerant systems, biological processes, queueing systems, and planning in uncertain environments. Quantitative verification tools can, for example, compute the worst-case probability of failure within a time bound, the minimal expected cost to achieve a goal, or a Pareto-optimal control strategy balancing energy consumption versus the probability of unsafe behaviour. Two prominent such tools are Prism [15] for probabilistic and Uppaal [17] for real-time systems.
Over the past decade, various improvements and extensions have been made to quantitative model checking algorithms, with different approaches implemented in an increasing number of tools, e.g. [7, 8, 11, 13, 18] . Researchers, tool developers, non-academic users, and reviewers can all greatly benefit from a common set of realistic and challenging examples that new algorithms and tools are consistently benchmarked and compared on and that may indicate the practicality of a new method or tool. Such sets, and the associated push to standardised semantics, formats, and interfaces, have proven their usefulness in other areas such as software verification [4] and SMT solving [3] .
In quantitative verification, the Prism Benchmark Suite (PBS) [16] has served this role for the past seven years. It provides 24 distinct examples in the Prism language covering discrete-and continuous time Markov chains (DTMC and CTMC), discrete-time Markov decision processes (MDP), and probabilistic timed automata (PTA). To date, it has been used in over 60 scientific papers. Yet several developments over the past seven years are not adequately reflected or supported by the PBS. New tools (1) support other modelling languages and semantics (in particular, several tools have converged on the Jani model exchange format [6] ), and (2) exploit higher-level formalisms like Petri nets or fault trees. In addition, (3) today's quantitative verification tools employ a wide range of techniques, whereas the majority of models in the PBS work best with Prism's original BDD-based approach. Furthermore, (4) probabilistic verification and planning have been connected (e.g. [14] ), and (5) MDP have gained in prominence through recent breakthroughs in AI and learning.
We present the Quantitative Verification Benchmark Set (QVBS): a new and growing collection of currently 72 models (Sect. 2) in the Jani format, documented by comprehensive metadata. It includes all models from the PBS plus a variety of new examples originally specified in significantly different modelling languages. It also covers decision processes in continuous stochastic time via Markov automata (MA [9] ). The QVBS aggregates performance results obtained by different tools on its models (Sect. 3). All data is accessible via a client-side web application with powerful search and visualisation capabilities (Sect. 4).
A Collection of Quantitative Models
The Quantitative Verification Benchmark Set is characterised by commonality and diversity. All models are available in the Jani model exchange format [6] , and they all have a well-defined formal semantics in terms of five related automatabased probabilistic models based on Markov chains. At the same time, the models of the QVBS originate from a number of different application domains, were specified in six modelling languages (with the original models plus information on the Jani conversion process being preserved in the QVBS), and pose different challenges including state space explosion, numeric difficulties, and rare events.
Syntax and semantics. The QVBS accepts any interesting model with a Jani translation to the DTMC, CTMC, MDP, MA, and PTA model types. Its current models were originally specified in Galileo for fault trees [20] , GreatSPN [2] for Petri nets, the Modest language [5] , PGCL for probabilistic programs [10] , PPDDL for planning domains [21] , and the Prism language [15] . By also storing the original model, structural information (such as in Petri nets or fault trees) that is lost by a conversion to an automata-based model is preserved for tools that can exploit it. We plan to broaden the scope to e.g. stochastic timed automata [5] or stochastic hybrid systems [1] in coordination with interested tool authors.
Sources and application domains. 41 of the QVBS's current 72 models stem from existing smaller and more specialised collections: 24 from the PRISM Benchmark Suite (PBS) [16] , 10 from the probabilistic/uncertainty tracks of the 2006 and 2008 International Planning Competitions (IPPC) [21] , and 7 repairable dynamic fault trees from the Twente Arberretum (TA) [19] . 65 of the models can be categorised as representing systems from six broad application domains: models of communication protocols (com), of more abstract randomised and distributed algorithms (rda), for dependability and performance evaluation (dpe), of planning, scheduling and operations management scenarios (pso), of biological processes (bio), and of mechanisms for security and privacy (sec). We summarise the sources and application domains of the QVBS models in Table 1 .
Metadata. Alongside each model, in original and Jani format, we store a comprehensive set of structured Json metadata to facilitate browsing and data mining the benchmark set. This includes basic information such as a description of the model, its version history, and references to the original source and relevant literature. Almost all models are parameterised such that the difficulty of analysing the model can be varied: some parameters influence the size of the state spaces, others may be time bounds used in properties, etc. The metadata documents all parameters and the ranges of admissible values. It includes sets of "proposed" parameter valuations with corresponding state space sizes and reference results. Each model contains a set of properties to be analysed; they are categorised into probabilistic unbounded and bounded reachability (P and Pb), unbounded and bounded expected rewards (E and Eb), and steady-state queries (S). Table 2 summarises the number of properties of each type (left), and the number of suggested parameter valuations (right) per resulting state space size (if available), where e.g. column "10 6 " lists the numbers of valuations yielding 10 4 to 10 6 states.
An Archive of Results
The Quantitative Verification Benchmark Set collects not only models, but also results: the values of the properties that have been checked and performance data on runtime and memory usage. For every model, we archive results obtained with different tools/tool versions and settings on different hardware in a structured Json format. The aim is to collect a "big dataset" of performance information that can be mined for patterns over tools, models, and time. It also gives developers of new tools and algorithms a quick indication of the relative performance of their implementation, saving the often cumbersome process of installing and running many third-party tools locally. Developers of existing tools may profit from an archive of the performance of their own tool, helping to highlight performance improvements-or pinpoint regressions-over time. The QVBS includes a graphical interface to aggregate and visualise this data (see Sect. 4 below).
Accessing the Benchmark Set
The models and results data of the Quantitative Verification Benchmark Set are managed in a Git repository at github.com/ahartmanns/qcomp. A userfriendly interface is provided at qcomp.org/benchmarks via a web application that dynamically loads the Json data and presents it in two views: The model browser presents a list of all models with key metadata. The list can be refined by a full-text search over the models' names, descriptions and notes, and by filters for model type, original modelling language, property types, and state space size. For example, a user could request the list of all Modest MDP models with an expected-reward property and at least ten million states. Every model can be opened in a detail view that links to the Jani and original files, shows all metadata including parameters, proposed valuations, and properties with reference results, and provides access to all archived results. Figure 1 shows the model browser filtered to GreatSPN models that include a bounded probabilistic reachability property. The flexible-manufacturing model is open in detail view. Figure 2 shows the result browser for the beb and breakdown-queues models, comparing the performance of mcsta [13] with default settings to Storm [8] in its slower "exact" mode. The performance data can optionally be normalised by the benchmark scores of the CPU used to somewhat improve comparability, although this still disregards many other important factors (like memory bandwidth and storage latency), of course.
The web application is entirely client-side: all data is loaded into the user's browser as needed. All aggregation, filtering, and visualisation is implemented in Javascript. The application thus has no requirements on the server side. It is part of the Git repository and can be downloaded and opened offline by anyone.
Conclusion
Building upon the successful foundation of the Prism Benchmark Suite, the new Quantitative Verification Benchmark Set not only expands the number and diversity of easily accessible benchmarks, but also professionalises the collection and provision of benchmark data through its Json-based formats for metadata and results. We expect its associated web application to become a valuable tool for researchers, tool authors, and users alike. The QVBS is also an open dataset: all content is available under the CC-BY license, and new content-new models, updates, and results-can be contributed via a well-defined Git-based process. The Quantitative Verification Benchmark Set is the sole source of models for QComp 2019 [12] , the first friendly competition of quantitative verification tools.
